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Exhibit C

RELIGI ON

PROJECTIONS:

EARLY

21st CENTURY

Prepared in the summer of 1970 fbr Hudson Institute...by Willis E. Elliott
ALTERNATIVE SCHEMATA:
1. H.I. "Standard World." This says it's "for discussing the '70s and '80s":
is there an extension of it to the early 21st century?
2. Human-energy model. Each of the fOur energy Gestalts would be treated, on
the question of religion intthe early 21st c., (a) both from within the person and from within the body politic, ultimately mankind; and
spirit
(b) in relation to activities [structured (e.g., occupations)
psyche - -,,mind
and unstructured] as these center in an energy Gestalt or
boay
between energy Gestalts.
3. Issue-orientation. Religion projections in relation to an alphabetical
listing of surviving-and-thriving issues. E.g., "authority, " "human potential," "planning," "pollution," "poverty," "race," "violence," "young/old."
4. Phenomenology of religion. Numinous experiencing, old and new, cultural
and countercultural, cultural and transcultural. Psychology of religion.
5. Sociology of religion. Old and new deposits of "the Holy" in "the sacred."
Projections on (a) the renewal of "the sacred" and (b) its perennial disintegration into "the sacrosanct."
6. Pedagogy of religion. Projections through the theological disciplines.
Religious and theological education, formal and informal; learning environments and the schoolless school.
7. Tribal. What will be the futures of the various religions? divisions
within each religion? existent intertribal relations (between and within religions)?

8. Global. Geographical projections:
a. Continent by continent, nation by nation.
b. More loosely, the globe in general and then the United States in
particular. This is the schema of "Exhibit C," with special additional concerns for schemata # 7 and #3.

GLOBAL: IN GENERAL

•
1. The major religions have come through "the transition period" (H.I. Stan-

dard Worid, end of 20th c.) weakened in their negations [and so in their polemic] and strengthened both in their tribal and in their global affirmations
[and so in their apologetic]; and with no significant changes in their demographic distribution.
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a. Inter-religious conflict has subsided as the tribes (i.e., the
religion-centered, dominant-life-style communities) have come to view themselves as permanently penultimate to the global reality [or, in another figure, as hetereogeneous radii or spokes from a common numinous center and a
homogeneous rim of action]. Missionary fervor has in the main transvalued
itself into nonproselytic service to man as man, in the name of mankind-though each religion also in the Name Beyond mankind and with the sanctions
pertaining thereto (i.e., each religion within its own hermeneutic Gestalt).
b. While the experience of transtribal cooperation toward the ecological survival of man has taught the tribes more satisfaction in cooperating
than in competing, intratribal conflict continues unabated (except for some
cooling effect from certain intrareligious restructuring and from nascent
"secular ecumenical" action). Traditionalists within a tribe sniff at accomodationists, who themselves range all • he way from nine toes in the tradition
to nine toes in humanism, which is dow the "religion" of prosaic intellectuals.
c. Not the least reason for the present more flexible and open stance
of world-religious leaders is their sense of excitement and hope over the emergence of a global paradigm in which each religious heritage seems to have significant pieces of the puzzle, which is globe-shaped [not the pyramid of corporate man or the circle of sodality man or the cone of collective man].
d. Another factor in this flexibility and openness is that the personal
costs and total human price of transcending tribal negations in religion and
statecraft--costs and price that came due at about the turn of the century-have served both to purify clergy of prejudice and to educate clergy and laity
to a previously seldom perceived function of the sacred, viz, to provide a saving distance from collective claims. (This milieu-transcendence function had
a foregleam in McLuhan's insight that environmental-awareness--in the present
instance, awareness of collective-collectivistic claims as finite—is dependent
on transcending the environment [as a fish taken out of water]. Here, artist
and religious leader are natural allies in the field of imaginal energy.
e. In the past four generations, religious search for a nonmetaphysical
theology has kept collapsing into tribalism or vacuity--a dismal intellectual
heritage that could make religious leaders helpful to state functionaries who
dream of a nonideological politic--except that most people in positions of

civil power are not in dialog with theologians. Thus religion has had its
hybris trimmed more than has statecraft....(1) Yet man must dream of a total
life-view projecting a radical image of the good society (i.e., must have ideological dreams): thb."must" is a signal of transcendence if not of infinity or
at least ultimacy, and the "dream," the nonachievement, signals finitude and
self-crippling....(2) Also, man must work within the limits of dependence,
contingency, mortality....(1) says man is a creator, (2) that he is a creature.
...A creator with a right to pride (and the danger of hybris)....A creature
with the duty of humility (and the danger of despair)....[The biblical paradigm "the kingdom of God" encourages the striving, rewards the modesty, defeats
the hybris, and rescues from despair.]
f. Intelligent-compassionate planning—the appropriate addressing of
personal, local, and larger human needs with adequate resources, aligning needs
and supplies--is getting solid support from world-religious leaders, especially
Christian and Jewish, now that the taboos of liberalism (hyperindividualism)
have been destroyed and a less political, more "natural" view of the person-incommunity arrived at. Thus rising conflicts over problems of justice and survival have been cooled by the stabilizing force of religion-and-sciencesanctioned planning, this being only one factor in the new conflict-management.
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2. Poetic intellectuals and the upper and middle classes have moved massively
into mysticism and the practice of meditation.

a. Because of the homogenizing global ethos, the earlier preference
in East and West for Eastern mysticism has yielded to a global syncretism of
mystical-meditational praxis in the West, less so in the East. The craze
for chemical aids (psychedelia) has subsided,. and their use is acceptable
and recognized to be of some, but not much, meditational-ecstatic value.
b. Meditational praxis, whatever its conscious or unconscious metaphysical base, is seen not as adiaphoristic but as essential to individuation in
this technetronic world--as "the way I become and stay human," as "getting
myself and my thing together," as "finding my assignment [from Life or God],"
as a superior successor to the old Enlightenment individualism.
c. Publishers of "inspirational" literature are fat and happy. [In the
Great Depression of 1929-37 and again in the Little Depression of 1970-75, this
was the only publishing category that did not dip.] Of this literature, the
gnomic is the best-selling subcategory, and the abecedary the most popular
design. [As early as 1965 Iwas selling annually ca. 1/2 million of an annual
quotations-format meditation guide, of my own design.]
d. Why the vast expansion in meditation? Among the factors, all agree,
are the relief of (1) psychic and (2) physical congestion.„...(1) The crowding
of the inner world with the pluralistic-pluriform riches of man's spirit across
the centuries and all over the globe makessorting and choosing more difficult
and more necessary. Meditation is the major process of this sorting and choosing (called "prayer" when viewed as divinely aided). The tribal individuationidentity question What and who and to what and am I (in this tribe)? has acquired a global addition:(...and on this gZobe)? [The dimension ...in this
universe? was present even before the space age.]....(2) The expansion of the
inner world by meditation-prayer functions to offset the contraction of the
outer world in the sense of the depersonalizing-deprivatizing effect of the
demographic press, now that the earth's population has doubled in these past
two generations.
e. Meditation-prayer has sophisticated poetic intellectuals and the
upper and middle classes about doctrine-myth-symbol, so that there is little
outright rejection of "religion" as "absurd," "unscientific," "prescientific,"
etc. Yet here there is a deeper concern about religious issues than e.g. characterized these classes in Hellenistic times, philosophical Hellenisticism having allegorized "the gods" into nonexistence. Evidence of this is that the
socalled "death of God" movement of the middle 1960s has had no revival. ,
f. The other classes are just beginning to use the new leisure for
creative pursuits in the inner world and are beginning to turn from the wooden
nickels of highly commericialized garish cults as well as from unglobalized
forms of the traditional religions.
3. Religion and statecraft have both profited from growing political sophis :
tication, of which the chief components are ideological fatigue and religious
pluralism within as well as between nations.

a. No longer a state captive, religion has become freed (1) to work
toward transnational ends and (2) to criticize the nation (state, "tribe")
both in the light of the particular religion's genius and in global perspective
(the emergent global . ethos and ethic).
b. Statesmen are more free from the sanctions of any particular religion,
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so more free both to reject and to profess a particular religion, therefore
more free of the temptation to be disingenuously religious.
c. Religion continues its traditional stance vis-a-vis the state-as (1) source of loyalty, (2) sanction for loyalty, (3) sanction for conflict,
(4) source of conflict, (5) sanctuary from conflict, and (6) reconciler of
conflict--but with a decrease of 1-3 and an increase of 4-6.
d. The earlier pragmatic-operational slur on theology as "transcendentalized politics" has found a counter in our humbled view of politics as
"societized theology": a person and a people become the domtant picture in
the head, whatever that society-picture might be. Here, politico-theologians
are deep in controversy over (4) and (5)--the immanentalists ratifying theology
as politically revelant on the ground of man's perpetual need for dialog between
day-to-day "politics" and its ground -in "politic" (i.e., living the polis picture in the community's mind, a picture in need of continuous reworkiq; versus
thetranscendentalists, who see religion's chief value to man as providing him
with essential distance from politics (species of this genus being the pacifist
[who rejects violence], the isolationist [who rejects foreign policy], and the
privatized "individual" [who rejects politics per se]). AD ABSURDUMS: (1) Of
(4), the theocratic state (e.g., Calvin's Geneva), lacking in conflict; and (2)
Of (5), idealistic-utopian anarchism, lacking stability.
4. Religion in both traditional and emergent forms has participated in and
fostered the global sensibility, which prefers richness (a, below; predilection for accretion, tolerance of contradiction) to order, and spontaneity
(b, below) to prearrangement.

a. This thought-cast got surprising support with the reopening of mainland China, whose ancient nonlinear awareness revived during the decline of
ginear] Marxism--the decline being due largely to the intelligentia's disenchantment with Maoism,(on this, see 7e, below).
b. The recurrent victory of Dionysos over Apollo, augmented this time by
youth's distrust of Apollonian tribal arguments and yauth's continuity with the
late-20th-c. countercultural ("hippie" +) youth movement--the first truly global

Dionysiac movement.
5. Beginning two generations ago, technopsychic events (nuclear, space, bio chemical, genetic) have shocked the promise/threat structures of the tribes,
radically pruning their introversion, xenophobia, and [where present] imperial drive--and equally radically fertilizing their subsoil, reinvigorating
their roots with global nutrients so that their fruits have come to add to
the tribal a global quality,

making them salable in the world

trade of spirit.

a. This "spiritual" side-effect from technology overcame the briefly
revived Ludditism in popular religion near the end of the 20th c.--an antitechnology movement that was as dysfunctional to human survival as, earlier,
uncontrolled technology plugged into uncontrolled conception had proved to be.
b. The leader in this achievement has been the theologian-artist (in
contrast to a person who makes art a means to religion or vice versa,.or who
makes technology a means to religion or vice verse), who experiences religion
and art and technology as awareness dimensions, communication media, and servants of the human potential as understood from within the categories of each
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tribe (e.g., for biblical man, "the praise of God and the joy of the whole
creation").
c. Earlier (especially 6th c. BC and AD 1st c.) emergents from ethnic
religion into potentially universal religion served as paradigms for the
emergence of global religion, a "civil religion" for mankind in uneasy marriage with ethnic and proto-universal religions [as in America, Christianity
and Judaism are in uneasy alliance with "the civil religionl.
d. In these two generations, the battleground word has been "control"—
first pollution-control, then war-control, finally womb-control [global automatic sterilization at the third birth]. The aggressiveness of Western religion and theology, earlier directed on man's behalf toward the control of nature, turned on man's behalf toward the defense of nature against man's hybris.
The psychic switch here--the feel of .."control" changing from enemy to friend-has been oceanic. Yet Western religion remembers its own suffering from, and
causing others to suffer from, overcontrol; thus the theologian's phrase "the
optimal control."
e. In addition to this negative persuader toward increased control,
viz, the threat of nonsurvival, this positive factor served to reduce the fears
and increase the hopes of religious leaders about control: experience in global
organizations sensitive to control-needs--such as the International Humanum
Foundation (not specifically religious in sponsorship) and SODEPAX (the World
Council of Churches' Committee on Society, Development and Peace).
6. In ethics and law, religion has helped shape the world's responses to the
technopsychic events. Here religion's effect has been ambiguous, though on
balance probably pro-global.
a. In ethics, °religion as source/sanctioner of human values underwent
death and transfiguration--or, in the seismic figure of Hebrews 12 (with its
Sinai reverberations), "Then indeed his voice shook the earth, but now he has
promised, 'Yet once again I will shake not earth alone, but the heavens also.'
The words 'once again'--and only once--imply that the shaking of these created
things means their removal, and then what is not shaken will remain." What immediately follows this cataclysm [return to chaos, in eternal return:1 is
bright with a new confidence which has come to the leaders/devotees of this
shaken down, refined, renewed religion: "The kingdom we are given is unshakable; let us therefore give thanks to God, and so worship him as he would be
worshipped, with reverence and awe." What immediately follows this joyful
celebration, full of promise, is the ever-needed threat, to save man from hybris
into the openness of an ever-reborn humility: "for our God is a devouring fire."
What had gotten shaken out and burned up was the uncritical mythic sanctioning
of the tribal ego-boundaries (by sacred xenomisia/xenophobia), of intratribal
inequality (the sacred hierarchy sanctioned positively by the preachment of
numinous choice to caste, negatively by the threat of numinous/social punishment of the rebel), and of the tribal life-style with its taboos and its rewards/
punishments system. (E.g., in the interest of optimal humSn development and of
ecology, religion could no longer sanction the freedom of the womb, and came to
sanction automatic sterilzation at the third birth as the optimal freedom between
conception-control education [which had failed] and mass defertilization, e.g.
by injecting infertility drugs in the water supply of a particular people or
community. Western religion's idolatrous-ideological fix on "individual liberty" [a classical alliance of archaic and liberal taboos] made this shift painful for religion, and few of its popular leaders helped society make the transition from the pro-individual to the pro-human ethic, though ironically the major
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societal leaders in the transition have been theologically trained laity and
clergy.)
The diagram [below] exhibits the dynamics of this religion/ethics situation. About the turn of the century, the weight shifted from the tribal
sanctioning of human behavior as primary [column I] to the global [column II]
as primary. Since the tribal is now too weak to threaten the existence of the
global (and therefore of man), men can reassess the tribal: the decline of the
tribes' political power frees global man to perceive the human pertinence of
the tribal (familial roots, intimate support-systems vis-a-vis life's untowardnesses, the affectional experience of mystery/meaning, a home base for home/
world dialog and dialectic, etc.)....A shows, by dotted lines, that while in
the tribal situation the major feel is provincial and the major dynamic is
eristic [tribal affirmation and cultic competition], toward the end of the
20th c., sanctional osmosis became more than a minor change-factor. Tribal
constellations of sanctions [value-incentives (promises and threats) introjectable as motives] interpenetrated: in the religio-ethical underground, intrareligious and panreligious ecumenism was well on the way....At the same time
(B), tribal behaviors, the similarities and differentiae of behavior from
tiibe to tribe, were becoming more conscious both as tribal and as subject to
transtribal criticism--a degree of sophistication which brighter youth in most
nations had achieved before 1980. An A-B synergism was occurring: the transtribal currents below and above ground (in sanctions and in behavior) were concurring in a flood-pressure toward the emergence of global man....Here, what
was particularly dangerous and hopeful for religion was the increasing practice of exo-sanctioning (C), the mythology [viz., the narrative sanctioning
of its values] of one tri5-e being used to support behavior strange to that
tribe but endemic to another [Cp. Sextus' APHORISMS in the 2nd c. AD: Hellenistic behavior sifted and then sanctioned by the Christian inner world; so see
_I, below]....The convergence point of the x and y axes (D) represents the religio-ethical impact of the technopsychic events augmenting priorly generated
trends toward the emergence of a global esthetic/ethic. Here stands the compleat ethicist, in a watchtower over four fields....The other three fields provide, together, behavior-parameters for global man (E). Axiology and agathology, the senses and sciences of what is worthwhile and worthy, good and right,
respectively, condemn such freedoms and impairments as prior and emergent religions teach but are insupportive of global man's surviving and thriving; and
of course strengthen those religions wherever they ratify the global-human
values and conditions. Qualifications: (1) axiology and agathology are themselves participant in these religions, and (2) not everything a religion supports will be sanctionable in terms of the global vision/ethic; "worthy" and
"good" are not limited to what is globally supportable: the ultimate extension
of man is not to be identified with the Ultimate, the mystical/metaphysical
sanction for the human ultimate, global man. Thus, the merely global is insufficient support for world government (including world law: war-control,
resources use, etc.): global man, as he is now emerging, is hyphenate man (tribal-global), not post-tribal man ("nothing but" global)....While regressive
religion, which is waning, is playing an antiglobal role, each tribe (religion,
denomination, sect, cult) sanctioning only its "own thing, 1' its own traditional
cultic-ethical life-style, the dominant pattern now is that the major religions
are using their sanctional constellations to support the emergent global lifestyle (F), which then by apologetic reflex supports each particular religion
and as rt were frees it to continue its own particular sanctional-behavioral
life of myth, meaning, and mien....G is global pro-human behavior, now emerging as a life-style supported by the- constellation of global sanctions (H).
A:B=H:G....B-G,
the Kulturkampf between global and tribal behavior, has liecome
_ _ _
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largely creative, though at century-end the global threatened to swamp the
tribal [as, e.g., at the end of the previous c. in upper-class Russia French
culture threatened to swamp Russian--as before that had the Greek]....The
substratum parallel is I-A: global sanctions undermine and support tribal behaviors (J).
II. GLOBAL
. TRIBAL

THE ETHICO-DYNAMIC
SITUATION:
BEGINNING
OF THE 21st
CENTURY

BEHAVIOR
gr
level

b. In law a parallel process has been under way. Even before the end
of the 20th c. the major religions switched their sanctional energies away
from national sovereignty (based on a tribal monopoly of violence in the
tribe's "sphere of influence") to global sovereignty (based on a global monopoly of violence). The vision and form of world law (in the UN Charter and in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and by implication in some other
constitutionsof the UN) had had powerful rootage in religion, specially the
biblical conjoint with the Stoic (whose "natural law" in the Middle Ages based
a universal morality, an inalienable core of duties and rights believed binding on all peoples; cp. the rights of Englishmen, + the Protestant enhancement of the importance of individual decision and therefore of the person [as
self-responsible before God and therefore before society]; cp. the Goddess of
Reason in the French Revolution, and Tom Paine in ours; cp. the Global Code
on which ethicists are now at work,.the latest version of "lex naturae," life
"kata phusin")....Legal precedent, especially the Nuremberg and Pacific trials
of "war criminals," had provided a codical substance which was then used by
Lord Russell and (independently) by some Americans against the American military presence in Indochina [the latter led mainly by Christian clergy]. A mix
of moral courage and political imagination, driven by religious and/or humanist global commitment, characterized the new culture-hero face to face with
law-in-being and law-in-becoming: Establishment mystic (e.g., Hammarskjold),
Establishment militant (e.g., John Gardner), nonEstablishment mystic (e.g.,
Ghandi and King), nonEstablishment militant (e.g., Cleaver and the Berrigans).
....Religious leaders, including certain South Vietnamese Buddhists, sophisticated their teachings on violence (formerly, the blessing of violence or
nonviolence at the behest of the civil authority) in the light of the emergent
global ethic: violence came to be sanctioned when the legal channels were
blocked, or blocked the human potential (personal and corporate "justice" and
"peace," in biblical meanings)--prominently, North and South American clergy
trying to turn their churches toward action more appropriate to the needs of
the politically and economically impotent....In the U.S. as early as the end
of the 1960s the politicization of clergy had gone so far as to produce alliances of theological and law schools for the simultaneous granting of degrees
to clergy intending to serve as social-change agents. This transfer of locus,
they said, was to achieve "relevance": the dynamic switch was from persuasion
"sanctions" (as the term is used in ethics) to coercion "sanctions" (as the
term is used in law).
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7. The ethical-legal consequences of the appearance of the technopsyche, the
global psyche of technetronic man now almost universal man, were not the only
consequences. Concomitant, and of equal importance, was the perceptual shift
in the human "spirit," the domain and energy of the Ultimate Conversation
[Thou/I] in tension with the intimate conversation [I/me] and the intermediate
conversation [I/you].

a. As Kant's breakthrough (the ultimate, unconditional, categorical
moral imperative transcending all mystical and rational attempts to break out
of finitude) had forced a redefining of the powers and limits of human awareness, so near the end of the 20th c. on every continent futuric thinkers broke
through the either/or of Dionysiac/Apollonian living and antirational/positivistic thinking. [The shift was as radical as, and not unrelated to, that in
economics from the psychology of poverty ("culture of poverty") to the psychology of affluence.]
b. On religious leaders, these philosophers of the future had the Queenof-Hearts effect: "All have won and all shall have prizes." It was now possible to say a critical yes to every tribal heritage and its preservers, thus
reducing occupational fear [of nonbeing and of corruption] and increasing hope
and thus openness to the novel and global. The critical affirmation, however,
was adjective as well as noun: the struggle for truth continues both at the
level of discovery and at the cultic-competitive level--so "evangelism" (the
seeking of converts) continues, as does "theology" (the self-conscious effort
to maximize meaning within a religious commitment, personal and corporate) and
"philosophy of religion" (the effort to illumine religious experience and its
effects, from general human experiencing).
8. East-West religiOn dialog has advanced to the point of major concessions:
the Eastern hemisphere, that it had neglected history and the tactile world;
the Western hemisphere, that it had neglected meditation and man's agglutinative (accessional) power.
a. Long before the end of the 20th c., universities East and West were
carrying on extramarital affairs with each other's spiritual heritage. The
Eastern sophisticate [in the good sense] became a technocrat, yet worried about
ecology: the Western sophisticate, long gon from the practice of Western religion [i.e., Jewish or Christian worship], tried, and got some real satisfaction from, yoga and t'ai chi and zen, yet wondered if he wasn't just brainwashing himself and copping out on personal and societal problems.

b. In the past few generations the East has given birth to fewer new
religions than has the West, which has followed these courses: (1) humanistic
transcendence of "religion" (=making a religion out of the behavioral-science
theory and praxis of the human potential, as in "humanistic psychology" and
"humanistic sociology"); (2) grafting Eastern religion into the behavioral
science tree [e.g., early Esalen]; (3) grafting Eastern and Western religion
into the behavioral-science tree [e.g., later Esalen]; (4) grafting behavioralscience into the Western-religion tree [psychotheological and sociotheological
movements]; and (5) grafting behavioral science and the East into the Westernreligion tree [e.g., I as offering courses in the human-potential movement:
Esalen, Cumbres, etc.]. Many gurus in our global village: pluralism established. Prognosis: a wild, chaos-creating outbreak of the human spirit, repolarizing the religion forces of the village, initiating new alliances. [God/
life/history abhors both order and chaos.]
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c. The East's concession, that it neglected history and the tactile
world, began to be rectified after World War II with the appearance of
Eastern "neos"--neoHinduism, neoBuddhism, etc.--which had adapted the Christian missionaries' tactics of compassion and strategies of social change.
The theological strain was great, but these religions endured the adjustment
(1) because the Christian presence excited the compassion-motif in their own
heritages and (2) because of cultic competition. The present hermeneutic Gestalt is "essential Hinduism," "the essence of Hinduism," etc.: what must be
jettisoned is interpreted as nonessential, adiaphoristic, not of the core-just as present-day Christianity rejects its anthropo-dualistic [spirit/body]
tradition, giving it (accurately) an Egyptian-Hellenic-Hellenistic provenance
--and just as neoMarxism now rejects atheism as essential to the Marxist vision, giving it (accurately) a Feuerbach provenance [for the Marxist form] and
a Lenin dynamic [for Marxist rhetoric]. (Camus' THE PLAGUE, somewhat distored
though it is in its picture of the Christian priest, cautions against Christian overclaim on "history and the tactile world.")
d. The West's concession, that it neglected meditation and man's agglutinative (accessional) power, likewise began to be rectified after World
War II with such phenomena as these: (1) the new monasticism (Taizd being the
best-known example), turned outward toward service in the world but essentially
contemplative; (2) psychotherapies emphasizing responsibility for the inner
life, to overcome the existential anxiety of "the hollow man" (e.g., Viktor
Frankl's logotherapy and Rollo May's LOVE AND WILL; THE REVIVAL OF Jung; the
popularity of Paul Tournier); (3) the small-group movement under and not under
ecclesial sponsorship [from "prayer groups" to "personal groups" to "encounter
groups" to "celebration groups" to "global groups"]; (4) pentecostal fire, "the
third force" of Christianity; (5) "Jesus Freaks" (Christian-hippie street evangelists, usually living in Jesus communeS); (6) the Jewish Chaburah and the Christian "mainline" commnne; (7) Christian ashrams and other Eastern-flavor retreats;
and (8) deliberate syncretisms in religious praxis (e.g., "Christian yoga,"
"Christian zen," "Christian tao").
As for the West's neglect of man's agglutinative (accessional) power,
some early (mid-20th-c.) philosophers applied correctives [e.g., Jn. Wisdom's
argument for God on the basis of multi-linear accumulation: no one leg of a
chair concludes anything, but four legs support you].
But the breakthrough, when it came in the late 20th c., was technological,
not intellectual-linear. McLuhan popularized the work of quieter thinkers
about the instant-communication, television-shaped psyche--his master motif
being reprimitivization (shades of Rousseau, but antiEnlightenment).
While such communication theorists were writing best-sellers, ethnophilosophers were on the trail of possible ethnic sources of support for postlinear thinking and living, and found the best source to be the traditional
agglutinative consciousness of the Chinese undefeated during the Marxist-linear
captivity of mainland China. Western hyperdecisionalism [the tendency to impoverish a situation by the compulsion to discriminate right/wrong, good/bad,
true/false, useful/dysfunctional] came under judgment from a culture that inwardly preferred riches to order (though Confucianism sanctioned a frozen, tyrannous outward order). The West found it easier to accept this judgment (1)
because of philosophical and ideological fatigue ["positivism," "fundamentalism," "communism," etc.] and (2) because the instant globe made all linear
positions look povertous.
Accepting the agglutinative consciousness has had many consequences.
Here are a few: (1) The former positivistic rejection of the West's religious
underpinnings has come under severe fire. [If, e.g., contradictory positions
need not lead to bloody conflict so that only one remains, may not "creation"
and "monism" be friends and helpmates?] (2) Western intellectuals have found
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themselves using their biblical heritage to illumine their personal and cultural existences, refining their fear and their hopes; and even prayer became
once again thinkable if not respectable. (3) The ghetto mentality of the
mass of Jewish and Christian clergy has begun to abate as "faith" has once
more become respectable intechnical and intellectual circles. (4) The return
of the intelligentia to synagogue, temple, and church is threatening (though
also delighting) the clergy, who are therefore applying themselves the more
in inservice (continuing) education. (5) Public education, now that both
sacred and secular sectarianism have subsided, has come open to "religion" as
study and option, not just as subsumed under "values," as in the previous generation. (6) Dilettantism has increased--so that while there seem to be more
people supporting a church or other ecclesial institution, most are mobile
rather than "loyal supporters." It's been a long bad scene for priestcraft:
the degeneration of orthodoxy into Enlightenment, of Enlightenment into positivism, of positivism into agglutinism. We may never outgrow our need for
priests--but maybe for paid ones? Rut now that the time-immemorial cord between labor and income has been cut with the "right to live" laws, the old issue of commericial priestcraft is less exacerbated.
9. The order in which the continents are currently productive of new religions, is North America, Africa, Asia, Latin America, Europe. Not surprisingly,

this is also the speed-of-change descending order.

a. North America avoided violent revolution only by massive concessions
to its major counterculture during the 1980s, the flourishing or power period
of countercultural militants (e.g., black and white Panthers) and mystics (e.g.,
"the Woodstock nation"). This "Youth Power" responded to the religion options
in many ways and in'no dominant way.
(1) Most in that permanently adolescent generation had a low tolerance for the claims of their parents' religions,
Christianity and Judaism, but a high tolerance for the exotic and esoteric,
whether from other cultures or native [in the former case, either traditional
or innovative; in the latter, subcultural or innovative]....(2) Anthropologically old cults (e.g., astrology and drug-and/or-dance-induced ecstasy) were
experienced as new, and religious melanges [such as the hippie mix of Indian
American and Indian motifs] became common....(3) As social mobility became easier
(for the same reason that earlier space mobility had, viz, rising affluence),
so did religious mobility (due to increasing aWareness of and access to religious options): many became conversion-prone....(4) Some, after a wide spiritual pilgrimage rfreak-outl, returWto Western religion ["freak-ins," of which
"the Jesus freaks" were the most common], yet new-style. [In 1968 I talked
"Jesus the double freak" in California hippie communes and through the California mass media: he freaked out into the wilderness, became a counterculture
leader preaching and practicing a new life-style and announcing the direct divine overthrow of the old culture; then he returned--became a "freak-in"-with what he had learned in the wilderness, spoke his truth to power, was executed because of it, and [according to his disciples then and now] didn't
stay dead: the crucifixion-resurrection paradigm of the responsible religious
person. In 1969, chiefly from the missionary activity of Golden Gate Baptist
Theological Seminary students, Jesus communes sprang up all over central California, thence spreading all across the country till a year later they numbered some two hundred. What distinguished these converts to Christianity was
their refusal to reconvert/convert to the "Christian" cultural matrix familiar
to most of them, viz. the WASP, middle-class, "square," "uptight" life-style-in token of which they formed their own churches rather than joining established
churches.]
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Another hermeneutic schema for the boiling pot of North American religion in these past three generations uses "revelation" as its center: The
current agglutinative mind-set ("expanded appreciative attention") was born
from the intercourse of technopsychic events with countercultural religious
strivings, and gave birth to these varieties of religion: (1, below) revelation de novo, (2, below) revelation by subtraction, and (3, below) remieation
by inclusion:
(1)Most religions of the first type have proved evanescent: a de novo
religion springs from and feeds on a specific situation and dies when the situation dies. Timothy Leary's LSD cult, built on the situation of rediscovery
of chemistry in religion, died when the psychedelic craze tapered off; the
hallucinogenic was the formative element even though the founder's profession
was psychology. Yet we are experiencing a rash of these new religions springing up out of the break-through, breath-taking "future shock" of this new age.
(2)Of the second type was the religion of revolution, subtracting from
Western religion the elements of "colonial oppression" and wedding the remainder with an Algerian-born violence-mystique (Fanon) that has proved a highly
useful negative sanction in forcing social change [though those in power have
chattered for these three generations about "not rewarding violence]. The
white and black streams of this flowed together toward the end of the 20th c.,
and their pressure for social change was increased as many of the "post-productive" generation joined in the crusades against the power of "the unnoredunpoor-unyoung." As a religion, however, this proved short-lived: its dominant
emotion was rage, which every success against "colonialism" reduced.
(3)The new religions that sprang up among us in North America at about
century's end are chiefly of the third type: revelation by inclusion. Their
distaste for the "established" religions and for the de novo cults has encouraged
their creation of their own institutions, largely of commune form (the numenoriented, "good vibes" extended family); yet many of them enter into secular
ecumenical action with Jews, Christians, de novo cultists, and humanists....
(a) Here are the new'black religions, which divide not on the inclusion element--what is being added by them all is the Afro "thing"--but on the base:
some being Afro-humanist (a blend of humanist philosophy-psychology-sociology
with African spirit) and most, Afro-Christian (a blend of Christianity with
African spirit: "black theology"). "The Afro spirit" is a construct of fact
and fancy, the fact being the animist esthetic and the fancy being Hindu [an
early form of the latter being the LeRoi Jones religion in Newark]....(b) Also'
of this third type are the Second Coming cults. Western religion is included
by interpreting one's experience of a contemporary religious figure (say,
Meher Baba) as Jesus redivivus, the Parousia, the Second Coming of Jesus--more
rarely, of Moses or Elijah....(c) Here, too, are the marriages of Eastern religions with Western behavioral science. Early instances of this were Alpert of
Harvard (self-renamed "Baba Ram Das"), a psychologist converted to Hinduism;
and Alan Watts, a Christian clergyman converted to Zen Buddhism, later reconverted to Christianity without losing his zen insights.
b. Africa among the continents is the second most prolific of new religions. In the anguished birth of nations out of the artificial European colonies, the tribal religions died and were reborn as a swarm-of transtribal cults,
many of them promising, to the now tribally deprived African hyperindividual,
success in the new world: these prosperity cults are still strong. Many more
were syncretistic, melding animism and Jesus. A few were revolutionary, a
sort of Mithraism of the disinherited with a romantic attitude toward violence.
There was even an imperialist religion, "Black men of the world, uniter" and
it won converts in America's black ghettos, especially among black nationalists.
c. Asia, formerly first as mother of religions, has been in recent generations third. In spite of the bloodshed of the past three generations, this
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continent has not experienced quite the combination of radical political
clange and culture shock that Africa has. Japan, under stimulus of defeat in
World War II and quick rebirth, has been most productive of new religions
in Asia. Of the new prosperity-and-power religions, Soka Gakkai is the only
one to gain political power: its devotees now control the government and promote the dominant life-style, which is entrepreneurial [Japan now being first
in GNP, an achievement furthered by the United States' having guarded the
Japanese store for two generations i virtually eliminating military expenditures]. Most American students of religion, however, view Soka Gakkai as
little more than (to use Western terms) Protestant work-ethic, chauvinistic
boosterism, and Coudism made into a revolting salad, but concede the power of
the Japanese ritual legacy as salad dressing. With the opening of mainland
China, neoTaoism became the dominant religion--deserving to be called a new
religion because its drive was not the. traditional Taoist Way to live but the
Way to succeed, Western-and-Japanese style, with its own distinctive Lan
from the centuries-long habits of the Chinese businessman. North Korea remains stagnated in antique Marxism, and South Korea has developed vigorous
new forms of Christianity, as has Taiwan. India still promotes an official
Hinduism that continues philosophically arch toward, and politically suspicious of, all other religions: the country is infertile for new religions, and
Buddhism and Christianity are only surviving. Southeast Asia is in a period
of Buddhist revival, though Buddhist modernism is so radical that traditionalists denounce it as not Buddhism at all; Christianity maintains itself in
a hostile environment, laden with the peoples' bitter memories of the French
and American occupations. No significant religious changes in Polynesia except an increase of West-East syncretism.
d. Latin America, agonized from violent political eruptions--outsize
in comparison to the "normal" ones previous--in all its countries toward the
end of the 20th c., has revived the pacific elements of its aborigines (Incas,
Mayas, etc.), subtracting the polemic--thus producing a romantic view of the
past parallel with the North American blacks' selective seeing of the African
past. The dominant forms of the Christian religion are (1, below) Roman Catholic (which, after its clergy massively supported the violent revolutions, has
gone "social gospel") and Pentecostal (which remains "individual gospel,"
though often entering into alliance with Catholic forces for social change
in spite of its clergy's nonparticipation in the violent revolutions)(2, below).
"Mainline" Protestant churches, except in the German enclaves, have withered
in the heat of antiNordamericano resentment. What is new is the conscious efforts to construct a new church on a Christian base with an aboriginal lifestyle and a behavioral-science sense of the human potential (which is driven
also with cultural pride Matinisml and political ambition [nationalism]).
At present, this confLre religion appeals to the upper classes in countries
in this order: Mexico, Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Colombia. Guatemala
is the most successful Latin American instance of the effort to found a Christian republic....(1) Roman Catholicism: (a) The decline of the Spanish culture
and renaissance of the aboriginal ("native," "indigenous," "Indian") heritages
loosened the priestly grip on the people even in the case of priests who went
native, accomodating further to the native culture than had the Spanish!Vortuguese, and later the North American priests. (b) Support for priestcraft,
which formerly [before the revolutions broke the backs of the large landholders] came from the not-unselfregarding largesse of the grand rancheros
and from the pittances of the poor [given more out of superstition than love
of God, church, and priest], declined--a factor in priestly dropouts and the
decline in priestly "vocations." (c) The rise of the middle class gave the
priests a support base independent of the landholder/politico alliance, making
"prophecy" [regime-and-culture criticism] less costly and therefore more common
among the priests. (d) The new mood was favorable toward priests who identified
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with the poor at visible personal cost, priests who for their own encouragement and that of their laity called upon earlier heroic models (e.g., Camilo
Torres and a handful of Maryknollers, the latter useful in softening antiNordamericanism) who went violent-revolutionary in the name of Jesus [rather than
antiChristianly, as Chd Guevara, whose pathetic memory the priests could use
with "the Christian heresy" interpretation of Marxism, which was a component
in all the Latin American revolutions of the past three generations but became
the official politic of no Latin American state]. [Beginning in 1967, at the
request of Maryknoll and Dominican clergy in several Latin American countries,
I sent copies of my pro-violent, pro-revolutionary writings--e.g., "Violence:
No Resort or Last Resort or...?" (Exhibit F). The priests' requests usually
went something like this: "I am undertheorized! With my heart I have drifted
into identification with the pro-violent powerless, but my head has not caught
up--and my bishop thinks I am out of -my.head. I've heard you have written on
revolution and violence in biblical-theological perspective, and I need your
help: I've never seen any such writing....Everything I've ever seen on violence
and revolution by theologians now reads to me like a conspiracy for the rich
and against the poor. Help me talk more really with my God, and argue more
effectively with my fellow priests, my bishop, and my people."....A position
similar to mine is that of Richard Shaull of Princeton Theological Seminary,
who was for many years a missionary in Latin America. And the body of prorevolutionary literature issuing from World Council of Churches' conclaves is
mounting.] (e) The fumbling efforts of the papacy during these three generations--depressingly consistent proclamations, each as inept and inappropriate
as the one before----lost Rome not only A..t numinous authority and therefore
political leverage in Latin America, but even its respect (so that Pope and U.S.
President vie with each other for number-one negative image among the people).
In addition to the unsuccessful power-machinations of the papacy (cleverly
swollen in the public mind by antipapal revolutionaries), Rome's misunderstanding of the Latin American economic situation, antipathy to the renaissance of
the native "pagan" cultures, continued flat opposition to "unnatural" conception-control and to violent revolution, left only one bright spot, the lifting
of the ban against clerical marriage. Consequently, at the present time only
30% of Latin American bishops can be said to be loyal to Rome, and (partly a
recoil effect) only 55% of priests can be said to be loyal to their bishops.
(f) The chief psychic-intellectual shift affecting the fortunes of Roman Catholicism in Latin America has been the shift from otherworldliness to presentism/
futurism in the thisworldly sense. The reasons for the swing of the kleiglights
from the afterlife to this life were many, and the effects are even more interesting. One must speak here, for Catholics, not so much of a decline of belief
in the afterlife as of a decline of attention to the afterlife, which had served as "opiate" vis-a-vis the powerful and as sanctional [promise/threat] goad
in priestly hands. [See Exhibit G.]
e. Europe has been the least productive of new religions. The agony
of World War II and its coldwar sequel has made this continent anti-ideological
and suspicious of novelty except in technology. A Weltschmertz individualism
like that of late Hellenistic times has given rise to numerous small cults,
none significant enough to mention in this cursory treatment. The American
human-potential movement, however is having surprising success, both helped and
hindered by its American origin. The European twist given the movement is
artistic creativity: the release of the human potential is sought not primarily
through encounter ( as in the American form of the movement) but through group
dedication to specific arts and sports. The traditional hiking club's aura of
romance now has a deeper, numinous note: the hike is the Journey toward the
true self and Self. The churches are not fighting this but are rather seeking
to communicate their evangelical message in the leisure-tourism world.
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UNITED STATES: SUPPLEMENTAL
10. In the past three generations, clergy anxiety in America has crescendoed

and is only now beginning to abate.
a. Crescendo causes: (1) Catastrophic role-anxiety as the tide of the
old sacreds went out, leaving the priestly dock too high to moor to. [14y intel4viewing for the book ThT EX-PASTOR found this a high cause.] (2) Observation that the in-tide of the new sacreds did not bring the new-sacreds' devotees to the old docks: the new sacreds, such as "the human-potential movement,"
were not about to feed priests of the old sacreds. (3) Clergy commitment to
"the Truth" was steadily eroded (a) by their own extratribal studies, observations, and experiences, including religious and secular ecumenism, (D) by
youth's steady pummeling of traditional doctrines (especially the clergyman's
own children and the youth of his congregation), and (c) by pressures on their
"cosmos" [ontic paradigm] from the technopsychic events. (4) Continuing education for clergy failed to update them fast enough, because (a) they did not
feel the need for it soon enough, nor for enough of it, (b) nor did their congregations, with the result that the former did not want to take enough time
off for it, nor did the latter want to give enough time off; and (c) even when
clergyman and congregation were convinced, and did invest the time, the quality
of inservice training available to most clergy was too low: the continuingeducation system itself needed updating. (5) The former sexual stability of
the clergy--Protestant and Jewish homes, Catholic rectory/monastery/nunnery-exploded in the 1960s: Catholic priests and nuns began to agitate for voluntary
celibacy, and won their cause in 1975; rabbis and ministers found their homes
invaded by the same foreign-feeling values and the same strains the lay homes
were experiencing, and more than ever before, divorces occurred. (6) Just
when support systems'should have improved, to offset the values confict and
increased strains, the clergyman found his supports weakened: (a) ecclesial
superiors gave less and less attention to counseling their clergy, their own
managerial and psychic pressures having multiplied; (b) ministeriums deteriorated, partly under the strain of job-competition as interest in institutional
religion declined; and (c) the last resort for support, the spouse, was breaking down more and more under the societal and psychic strains of modern life.
b. Diminuendo causes: (1) The new openness to the mythic and sacred,
fostered by the technopsychic revolution, has somewhat increased public interest in institutional religion, thus in the clergyman, so that his opportunities to minister have somewhat expanded, and he now feels "more useful." (2)
Along with this new public interest, his own larger participation in the public
dialog on human values and social directions has rejuvenated his role-identity
["role confusion" having been a major cause of clergy dropouts 1960-75]. (3)
His paratraining in other helping professions, particularly personal-and-group
therapy and social service, has kept him plugged in both to continuing training
and to service opportunities; e.g., his congregation is a natural supportsystem for persons and groups in values _education and in therapy. (4) Because
of his acquiring secular skills, he doesn't feel so trapped economically: "I
if I had to"--a feeling that increases self-respect
could get a job in
both as a worker and as a person able to resist the temptation to let what
goes into his mouth - control what comes out. (5) His continuing education under church auspices has been heuristic, modelling a new style of teaching the
laity: encouraging them to make their own discoveries. (6) He is genuinely
excited (more than threatened) by the new new world (the esofuture as well as
the exofuture, the biofuture, and the sociofuture) and finds it easier to believe that God will move mankind to avoid its perils and use ifs privileges
pro-humanly.
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11.

Most U.S. congregations--7/10ths of the 170,000--have no salaried re-

sident clergy, though virtually all of them are under the leadership of ordained personnel, 1/12th of whom are women.

a. The maintenance and recruitment functions of these churches are in
the hands of laity, almost half of what have had some pertinent training under
transparochial ecclesial auspices.
b. The teaching and counseling functions are on the local-ecumenical
basis: congregations cluster (form "consortiums") to provide these services,
the staff being chiefly salaried clergy [paid by the participating churches on
the basis of a fixed percentage of the congregational budgets] specially
trained as teachers and/or counselors. Many of these clusters are in geographical sectors (the pie-slice design first proposed in Gibson Winter's THE
SUBURBAN CAPTIVITY OF THE CHURCHES, then coming into being with the ten-church
merger known first as COCU), incorporating about an equal number of innercity,
middle-belt, suburban, and exurban church members--in cases where "the local
ecumene" means the sector.
c. The liturgical-devotional function is in the hands of unsalaried
but extensively trained laity, many of them having synchronized their clergy
training with the time of their early retirement from secular employment (at
about age 50). [In September 1970 I began this program--called "Second Career
Theological Education"--at New York Theological Seminary, where lay training,
of which I am dean, has higher status than in any other theological school in
the world. As the first such program, it was written up in that year's first
issue of TIME.]
d. Church-building has parallel public-school-building. As the latter
has been gravitating to the middle urban ring ["the metropark planl to create
a panurban mix of children, with consequent shrinkage of school properties in
the inner and outer metropolitan areas (the sales money being used to develop
the metroparks), so the churches' "sector-cathedral plan." The chief difference is that whereas the schools exist only in the middle ring, the churches
exist where the people are, in small congregations of modest or no buildings
in all the city's concentric circles, as well as--for administration and mass
celebration and joint action--in the large ecclesial structures ("sectorcathedrals") in the middle ring.
e. Administration of the sector-cathedrals and thus of the sectors is
in the hands of secular-management-seasoned laity, unordained but with full
theological training.
f. There is a prejudgment in favor of women clergy and laity for functions women in secular life usually perform better than men.
g. Some clergy and laity are paid by a metro-fund to which each "sectorchurch" [subunitsunder the sector-cathedral] contributes. Some of these functions are mass-media teaching, metro-benevolences, and chaplaincies (occupational, hospital, etc.).

12. Theological education has radically changed.
a. It has become partitionless (seminarians, clergy, and laity studying together) and wall-less ("class" but not "classroom," the learning sitebeing a function of what is being learned), courseless (the curriculum developing from the needs and commitments of the students) and communal (the selfteaching group, with theologian as adviser-catalyst; wherever possible, living
together). [By 1970, all four of these conditions obtained at N.Y. Theologi-
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cal Seminary because of our prior decision that we must educate for the future, which (I believe) will have roughly the religion-profile detailed in
these my Projections.]
b. It revolves around panreligious educational centers so that the
student will be unavoidably, directly, intimately engaged with sophisticated
devotees of other faiths as well as of his own.
c. It balances objectivity ractionl with subjectivity rreflection,"
"meditation," "prayerl--without falling into actionism (which leads toward
disillusionment and then despair) or subjectivism (which leads toward skepticism and then despair).
d. It seeks to engener image-and-concept control (a unified field theory
and praxis in imagination and cognition) through simulation games and other
interactional artifices using eidomachy/eidofusion.
13. Experience in working together on public issues (human rights, ecology,
public education, population control, war control, etc.) has developed a muscled .communication-network of Jewish and Christian [Orthodox, Catholic, Episcopal, Protestant (mainline, "evangelical," pentecostal)] composition, both
groups and individuals--roughly, "the biblical peoples" [a phrase common for
this action-alliance].

a. As it is natural to mourn failures and celebrate successes, this
coalition functions also as an ad hoc liturgical community.
b. As it is iftelligent to anticipate needs and project plans, this
coalition does continuous planning involving as many of "the biblical peoples"
as possible. It supports thinktanks both public and private, and does its own
thinking only to provide a critical perspective on the society's planning-work.
c. At first glance this action-oriented, polymorphous league would seem
our early 21st-c. replacement for "church" in the church/state U.S. tradition,
according to which church and state say yes and no to each other. But here
something is added: the action coalition sometimes says no to the churches
as well as to the civil government, as civil government and the churches and
the citizenry have powers of no-saying against the coalition. This trialog
thus transcends the churc//state dialog of the earlier American generations
and is more functional to essential societal changes. Further, it decreases
public-issues polarization within the churches. [These two reasons lay behind the creation, beginning in the 1960s, of paraconciliar structures--such
as IFCO (Inter-religious Foundation for Community Organization), parent of
NCBC (National Conference of Black Churchmen), which James Forman represented
when on 4 May 69 he presented the "reparation demands" in Riverside Church.
As I was a national consultant to denominations on l'affaire Forman, I have
much material on this case of the church being its worst enemy in the good
sense.]
d. The phrase-"secular ecumenism" has long been used (beginning in the
late 1960s) for issue-oriented leaguing--a return to the panhuman teaning of
"ecumene" [lit., (the) inhabited (world), therefore all the inhabitants].
Persons of concern about an issue gather around that issue like leucocytes,
and leadership (Christian, Jewish, or humanist) emerges. Yet "ecumenism"
here retains its biblical orientation, for the dominant values of such coalitions are normally the dominant biblical values (justice, love, reconciliation, peace, etc.), usually consciously so. [Theologians say, of this power
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of an issue to create brotherhood transcending tribal and other divisions,
that it has a revelational-eschatological quality.]
14. We have become a values-conscious society, aware of the values options
within cultural pluralism on this polyhermeneutic globe.

a.More than a generation ago, McLuhan was saying that God has shrunken
the globe to make all shoulders touch, so that the judgment would be clearer:
brotherhood or extinction; and the suffering of Christ is God's network of
nerves around the world: our task is so to extend our own skin over the globe
that when anyone anywhere hurts, I/we hurt....Social sensitivity had become de
rigueur:a film ad exposing white mistreatment of Amerinds pontificated, "Now
more than ever is the time for the truth."....Political .scientists were warning that while we may not have given too much attention to the how [the scientific part], we have given dangerously too little attention to the why [the
religious-philosophical part], and what is urgently needed is "an alliance
of philosophy and science" (so Z. Bzrzinski, BETWEEN TWO AGES [Viking/70]).
b. The biped expert--trained in values in addition to his specialist
training--is everywhere. As clergy are trained primarily in values [in the
depth meaning of the term], many have added a secular specialty; of them, more
are using their double competence in secular employment as profession than in
religion as profession. In 1960 there were in the U.S. 96 clergy jobs; in
1980, 140; in 2000, 220. Of those in secular employment in 2000, 79% were
first trained in their secular specialty, then tocktheological training to
improve their knowledge and skill in addressing personal, otcupational, and
social problems. It is therefore no surprise to find that more than half of
present registrants in theological schools have a secular competence and intend either to remahls laity or to become unsalaried clergy.
c. All this contributes to the present shape of theological education,
with these aims (in this order): becoming a person, learning to do theology,
achieving the skills needed for a specific ministry.
d. The fact of polyhermeneuticism (viz., that the interpretive angles
on an idea/event/image/symbol are limited only by the interpreter's degree of
cultural enrichment, and primacy among the angles is a consciously personal
choice that must in the global dimension be metaphysically modest) has shifted
the scale from "truth" determination as goal to "value" determination as goal
without abandoning the disciplines of truth-search. The long theological
tradition of reinterpretation from culture to culture and age to age gives
clergy a special responsibility here: the skills of continuous reinterpretation
are transferable to the situation demanding maximal interpretations with a
view to squeezing out the maximum of values (e.g., the case of the afterlife,
Exhibit G).
15. What was roughly called "the underground church" in the 1960s because
ecclesiarchs sniffed at its activities and even its existence, became before
century's end the perfectly respectable R&D department of the ecclesial establishment.

a. American respect, even reverence, for pragma has accorded higher
status to the small experiment that "proves something" than to the impressive
programming of the sector-cathedrals. However, the latter provide very little
financial support for the former: R&D projects, usually beginning with a oneman vision, beg their living off of individuals and congregations--though the
sector plan's logic is that funding for such projects should be from the sector
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budget (i.e., from the sector-cathedral of the prject's geographical area,
or--if the project is not limited to one sector--from the budget of the metrocathedral, of which the sector-cathedrals are the constituents).
b. Many such projects refuse sector-cathedral or metro-cathedral money,
for they want the independence and freedom of decision and movement they could
not have if financially accountable to the ecclesial establishment. [The
earliest model for this was, surprisingly, not American but German: the MainzKastel Industrial Mission existed thirty years with no support from the state
church, in spite of the fact that Germans had virtually no experience of voluntary giving for religion.]
c. Before the Roman Catholic Church's relaxing of its traditional clerical disciplines [poverty, chastity, obedience] in the 1970s, most of the leaders of "the underground church' were dissident Roman Catholic priests, by no
means all of them married. Today, most underground-church leaders are dissident
laity who became dissatisfied with sinking most of their energy into their
secular employment, disenchanted with the voluntary-services opportunities in
and through the established ecclesial channels, and determined to combine their
secular and theological skills in an R&D project.
d. Currently, 40% of metro-cathedral employees began their ecclesialwork careers in R&D projects (para,ecclesial).
16. Late-20thc. "secular reliaion" or "religionless Christianity" did not
prove durable [any more than had the liberalism, neobiblicism, and existentialism that had preceded it in that century], but the rhetorical contradiction in
the two phrases did achieve its goal, the shocking of the old sacreds into "relevance."

•

a. "The death of God" died in infancy, yet produced a new version of the
deus-absconditus [hidden-God] motif and thus (by indirection) a new theodicy.
b. The romanticizing of the secular and the demythologizing of the old
sacreds proved,both of them,barren: secularists were not impressed, and pie-

tists were depressed and/or enraged to no creative effect.
c. What has emerged from all this theological Sturn und Drang is (a)
an existential feel for the sacred-secular dialectic and (b) a new respect for
the sacred, old and new, in its divine/demonic potential.
d. Fin-de-siecle theology was able to avoid unproductive excesses partly
because the prior generation had explored them thoroughly within the limits of
its cultural options. Our present theological options, accordingly, have a
maturity and richness, and an openness to each other and to antitheological
positions, that owes much to the wild speculation of the preceding generation.
Some periods of history are overtheologized and others under: we are graced
with supple, appropriate, and adequate theologies for thelife and mission of
our time.
17. Judaism has once again become missionary with its distinctive offer of a
middle way between tribalism and globalism, and exists in an astonishing variety
of manifestations:

a. Hard-boundary Orthodoxy has shriveled relatively but - increased absolutely: only 15% of the 27 million Americans who call themselves Jews are
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Orthodox....Of the forms of Orthodoxy,ILasidism is numerically first, perhaps
because of its rebbe role (the tzaddik), which boths appropriate the law [and
therefore fulfils the tribal demand] and transcends it by love [and therefore
meets the global demand, in the spirit of FIDDLER ON THE ROOF].
b. Soft-boundary Orthodoxy is small in numbers (5%) but influential
beyond the Hebrew community. Its adherents, most of whom are of the intellectual occupations, are strictly observant within their own homes, yet elsewhere
are as open in conduct and as flexible in mind as most Conservatives.
c. At the other (the left) end of the spectrum are humanists identifiable as Jews only by their infrequent observance of holy day or festival and
by their occasional obtrusion of their Jewish heritage in conversations with
nonJews. They are about 30% of American Jews.
—
d. Next rightward are humanists observant of all holy days and festivals, with a high sense of "peoplehood" but without a theology proper. Some
of these are Dionysiac, as was Rabbi Richard Rubenstein in the 1960s and 1970s:
the Hebrews should have left YHWH in the desert and, when crossing Jordan,
should have substituted the Baalim for their nomadic god. Here, 25%.
e. Next rightward but still at the "Reform" end of the spectrum are
sabbath observers who have so injested Jesus into the temple service--e.g.,
in not infrequent use of passages from the Gospels--that liberal Christians
consider them fellow-Christians and Jews at the right side of the spectrum see
them as goyim. Their "low Christology" is virtually indistinguishable from
that of the old liberal Protestant: Jesus is in no distinctive sense God but
is in virtually every sense the provisional fulfilment of the biblical intention, God's man as servant of God and man in nature and history, and as such
prophetic-futuric man. Here, 10%.
f. The mid-range of "broad" Jews, roughly "Conservatives" in earlier
nomenclature, lean rightward in their fellowship and projects with the softboundary Orthodox and leftward in their fellowship and projects with Christians,
with adherents of other religions than Christianity, and with humanists. Especially interesting is Conservatism's most liberal contingent, which is as allegorizing toward Eastern religions as Philo [the outstanding representative
of lst-c.CE-Alexandrian Judaism] was toward Hellenisticism. Here, 15%.
g. Virtually all rabbis have overcome the abyss anxiety of absorption
and the catastrophic expectation of syncretism that made the former several
generations of rabbis nervous and slightly paranoid. Not only has Judaism
proved again its durability, but a shift in Christian attitude has diminished
anxiety about antiSemitism: most Christian theologians, in talking about "the
people of God," mean "the biblical peoples," Jews and Christians--not, as formerly, only Christians.
h. The protoSemitic sodh and the Jewish synagogue preceded and continue
to influence the Jewish versions of the general-culture's small-group movement,
many of whose behavioral-science secular shapers and writers have been (at
least in heritage) Jewish [as many others are, at least in heritage, Christian].
While this constitutes a point of Jewish service to mankind [a tribal contribution to the global cause], the movement's hybris [the ideology of "salvation
by encounterl is a -danger to Judaism [as it is to Christianity], tempting
to deracination.
i. The growth of the global network (the tribes more and more priding
themselves on their contribution to mankind rather than on tribal-imperial
distinctives and glory) has cooled in Judaism the spiritual-vs--Zionist controversy, as has the greater security of Israel in the U.N.-dominated Middle
East and the slow but real decline of antiSemitism in the world.
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18. The decline of xenophobic ethnicity in America has been "bad" and
"good" for Christian Orthodoxy and Catholicism.

a. Paradoxically, the rise of the global spirit has both reduced interethnic strife and promoted intra-ethnic pride (what we might call "the ecumenical effect," from the Christian ecumenical movement's side-effect, viz, the
re-invigorating of denominationalism 1945-65).
b. The ethnic glue is no longer primarily the tribe's priestcraft (the
ecclesial authorities) but, more vaguely, the whole ethnic heritage appropriated within the sphere of the wider commitment to mankind--in the overall, a
demotion of institutional religion. But as has so often proved true in the
history of religions, what has been bad for the religious institution has been
good for the religion itself, for its central faith-commitment: the decline of
rigid cult has been concomitant with the refining of creed and the humanizing
of code (ethical guidance).
c. The clergy of the ethnic groups have lost some of their ethnic functions to the laity, and some to limbo. Consequently, they have more time for
ecumenical action and non-church-related services. Most of the Orthodox clergy
now receive all or a significant part of their income from secular employment,
and Catholicism in America is trending in this direction--both following on
the heels of Protestantism (mainline and third-force).

19.

Nonethnic Catholicism and nonethnic Protestantism [there being virtually

no ethnic Protestantism left in the U.S.] are still distinguishable in faith
and order, but hardly at all in life, work, action.

a. Because the conviction of church historians that in the 16th-c. split
both sides lost and won is now general among clergy and laity, sectarian appeals
from pope and national-church offices fall flat, or rather are honored only
in an old-home-week way: the tribal heritages are paid due homage, but the old
tribal overclaims are not permitted to interfere with joint action, including
the sharing of resources [joint-ownership of buildings, joint-employment of
personnel, joint-funding of projects, etc.].
b. "The local church" (as a sectarian congregation) sees itself as a
member of the area's Christian-action coalition ["the church local," in fellowship with "the Church Universall.
c. The training of clergy has long been joint. [As early as 1969,
half of my students at N.Y. Theological Seminary were Catholic, including
clergy and sisters--though the school was panProtestant in foundation; and I
was teaching courses with Roman Catholic theologians.]
20. The Protestant conciliar movement (councils of churches in all concentric
circles: local, area, county, urban, state, national, world) presaged the present coalition movement in the metro and wider circles.

a. The institutional focus (getting the churches together) shifted to
the action focus (getting the churches together for this or that specific action), which then went wider still with "the secular ecumene" (churches using
their resources to call together, around a human problem/crisis, - all concerned
about that particular problem/crisis--all institutions and individuals, without
regard to religious affiliation). The new biblical theology, with its accent
on global servanthood, hastened these shifts.
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b. This action-focus cooled the debate on credentials for membership in
councils of churches, which restructured themselves as operational agencies
of "the people of God," defined as all who care about the particular concern
the ad hoc taskforce exists to address (Christians, Jews, humanists, etc.).
Some of the old conciliar energies and resources flowed into the new metrochurch establishment, some into the action coalitions, and some into the R&D
projects....[This metamorphosis was visible already in the early 1960s in every
concentric circle of the conciliar movement--the chief impetus being the civil/
human rights movement, which led e.g. to the National Council of Churches'
setting up its para-Commission on Religion and Race and subsequent para-parainstitutions such as IFC0.]
c. While conciliar Protestants were becoming more open to Catholics
and desirous of their being in the councils of churches, a similar opening
was occurring in the American Catholit conscience, and Vatican Council II gave
both intellectual encouragement and the ecclesial imprimatur to this new spirit.
[The McIntires, Cardinal and Carl, were unsuccessful in their atavistic bids.)
21. American civil life has become more secular in the sense that religious
institutions have less political weight than ever before, and religion itself
has become a boundary phenomenon. This, however, needs qualifying:

a. The sector-cathedrals and metro-church (the latter being the federation of sector-cathedrals in a metropolis) carry less political clout than the
old chanceries and episcopal/ecclesial bureaucracies, yet they are more effective both in institutional maintenance and in services to persons. On an individual basis they are providing more specialized clergy for service in the general community than ever before.
b. Indirectly, through instigating the formation of ad hoc taskforces
(actional coalitions of "the secular ecumene" [20ab, aboveD, the churches have
a potential for more political influence than at any time in the past century.
c. Religion has become more skillful in translating its doctrines into
human values in the public domain. Values education is universal in the public
school system, and local clergy participate in this on a nonproselytizing
basis. [My 1969-70 Chappaqua adult-education course, with radio and television
series parallel--"Suburban Man and the Values Revolution"--was aimed toward this
goal, viz, values education in N.Y. State public education.]
d. The primitive centrality of priestcraft in the community (the holy
tree with its shaman in the center of the village) has yielded to the continuous participatory process of the community's defining its values and its identity. While this process is secular in the sense of nonsectarian and nonecclesial, the churches and their clergy are essential boundary phoneomena to the
process. The sacral functionaries and the sacred communities influence the
process through the citizens' participating in the sacred communities and/or in
action coalitions generated by them.
e. The Israelite "true" prophet was archetypal of this boundary location
in one of its functions, viz, to criticize the Establishment's self-understanding (controlling images, etc.) and behavior in both public and private life.
[By the middle of the Nixon Administration (four years), e.g., theologians-and certain wags--were pointing to the sports team as Mr. Nixon's dominant
image of human community, an impoverished and impoverishing model appropriate
to the American male's overmasculinized psyche but inappropriate to international
relations in the new age.]
f. In another sense also, religion has become a boundary phenomenon.
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Transcendence, religion's traditional function of pointing to "the beyond and
the Beyond," has acquired a new form, viz, the encouragement of a humble openness to creative change and uncomfortable encounters that promise human enrichment ['the praise of God and the joy of the whole creation"]. [Tillich's
self-description as "a boundary man" was a precursor of this attitude of humble
pertinence.]
g. Ever and always in human affairs, the nonparticipant, total or partial, is suspect: to the deviant, the tribe, which has power to ostracize, does
not grant the right to ostracize (or severely criticize) the tribe--though in
retrospect the tribe may grant the dead deviant acclaim [Jesus: "You kill the
prophets, then build monuments to them."]....In these past two generations,
persecution has been declining (1) because of the mellowing effect emerging
globalism has had on the tribes [nations and churces] and (2) because of the
widening and deepening recognition that withoui the deviants' and dissidefts'
contribution we simply would not have survived as the human race. The present
persecution-danger is more subtle: ideological globalists (i.e., antitribalists) attack, in the name of "Man," all efforts of tribes (including subcultures within a tribe) to maintain their roots. All ideology impoverishes and
dehumanizes, and this one threatens to define global man narrowly as homogenized
man, lacking in historical and personal depth and variety because he lacks any
short-radius we-feeling. The chief social function of religion in our time is
to defend and strengthen the tribe for peoplehood and the individual for personhood.
22. Because "the person" is both individual and collective, religion promotes
both "soft" [radical personal change] and "hard" [radical sociopolitical change]
revolution. Virtually all the religious theory (i.e., "theolociy") of any influence today sees the two as a single process [called by Teilhard "hominization" and by ecumenical-movement theology, beginning in the mid-1960s, "human-

a. Because most American clergy are committed to the personal-and-global
[as two foci of one ellipse], and therefore view the tribal under the image of
double servanthood for which lordly pretensions are inappropriate, religious
leaders have been acquiring a sophisticated distance from political leaders,
especially in regard to "revolution." Whereas formerly "revolution" was an unthinkable thought for priest as well as (and for about the same reasons as) for
politico, now the priest feels it an open question and views it under the theological category of the continuous judgment of God.
b. In the past two generations, biblical clergy (Christian and Jewish)
have become increasingly willing to see "revolution" as "redemptive liberation"
as they have gained more experience of identifying with the oppressed and the
militant young [though socalled "nonviolent" militancy among tne clergy is even
more extensive]. Whereas formerly these clergy saw the saving process as from
love to justice, they now see it as from justice to love and sometimes even
from revolution to justice to love....As the demand-pressures for justice outran the willingness (and ability?) of the System to reorder its priorities sufficiently to prevent massive rebellion/suppression, and the System's repressive
capacity outran the forces of disruption, (1) human beings were visibly hurting more vis-a-vis the state and (2) a who-killed-freedom debate raged in a
no-nothing, fear-and 7 smear atmosphere--both factors tending to radicalize the
clergy.
c. Both clergy and laity, though the latter less than the former, took
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a new look at coercion-violence, which has been the most serious polarizing
issue in the churches for these three generations. The Right argued that
coercion and violence were necessary to maintain "lawnorder," without which
justice and love are impossible: the Left countered that threat is a two-way
process, that those in power need the threat of chaos as well as the threat of
non-re-election, that human dignity requires not only the right of revolution
but its exercise in situations where jurisprudence is antihuman and situations
in which justice is slow and therefore unreal. Clergy have come to preach and
teach a whole new valorization of rights/responsibilities of person/government
--involving both less and more power for both person and government. [E.g.,
less power for government: international sanctions to force Japan into pollution-control; more power for government: world concensus and national laws requiring the sterilization of women at-the third birth....and less power for the
person: limitation on conception, by denying women the right to bear to their
biological limit; more power for the person: extension of the ombudsman system
to the global level, with supranational sanctions protecting the individual
against unjust treatment by his state.
d. Alongside of the evolution of a pro-human theology of coercionviolence-revolution has come the theologizing of the human-development movement.
In relation to both the former (the hard revolution) and the latter (the soft
revolution), religion is now both friend and enemy. Religion is a natural ally
of political "liberation movements" within nations, yet ever warns them of the
hybris of power [excessive demand, resulting not in liberation for all but only
in a shift of oppression] and of the hybris of hope [excessive expectation,
which is doomed by the IFD disease: from idealism to frustration to despair].
Religion is a natural ally also of the growth movement, which began with the
National Training Labs in 1947 and then developed into its whole-person phase
with Esalen Institute in 1964; but warns that anthropocentricity has as sad a
prognosis as egocentricity and gendercentricity ["male superiority" and ideologized "Women's Lib"].
23. Religious tension today, cutting across all former dividing lines, exists
chiefly in the vectors of a trialog between tribal, global, and tribal-global
man.

a. "The first people" are the tribalists, who hold that the present global emphasis is more threatening than promising--that its promise of peace and
material/spiritual sharing is more than offset by its threat to man's essential
tribal roots, and deracinated man is becoming robot man, impoverished more than
enriched by the global transcendence-replacement of the tribal heritages. Fear
is their dominant attitude, pervading their lives and determining their responses and crippling their creativity.
b. "The second people" are the globalists, whose dominant attitude is
proud hope. They view the first people's clinging to tribal roots as an act
of bad faith in man and toward the future, and count the "world-faithers" of
the early 20th. c.as their spiritual ancestors. Say they, "Let go, and let
Future Man emerge!" -

c. "The third people" see the first people as captive to the childish
Pfundamentalisfq—fears,and the second as not yet beyond adolescent ["modernist"] alan. They hold that man cannot survive without the global, nor survive
as truly human without the tribal. While they agree that both positions produce saints, each after it own kind lovers of God and man, they charge that
each of these two loves is deformed by eris, by contentiousness against the
other. They pre,ach and try to practice a transcending love that affirms the
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tribal roots and the global fellowship. To human relations local and larger
and largest they apply the old Campbellite (Disciples of Christ) motto, "In
essentials, unity; in nonessentials, liberty; in all things, charity."....
[My first publication on "the third people" was in 1943, during World War II.]
d. While the rqolution is not in sight, the first people could dominate
only after global tragedy [e.g., le bombe atomique]; and the second, if they
became dominant, would deteriorate into neotribalism ['the global village" in
the evil, ideological sense; the tribal psyche at ultimate expanse, therefore
imperial], an inherently unstable condition--to be followed by the first or
the third people. Only the third people provide for man's dialectical needs
(tribal/global dialog, authority/diversity, stability/conflict, and time-transcendence [of past, present, and future as revered sources of value]).
e. The third people's holyman--"the third saint"--is tomorrow's mature
man today, and so appears to theologians in all major religions as futuric
man, the man of promise [perceived through such images as "Messiah," "Jesus
Christ as Lord of the future," "Elijah returned"). His mix of earthed and universal qualities gives him a stature and status that transcend his particular
tribe. As a person, he is a se, like Emerson's definition of a poem as "a
thought so passionate and alive that like the spirit of a plant or animal [DNA!]
it has an architecture of its own, and adorns nature with a new thing." He is
proleptic man, anticipating tomorrow as did the 16th century's "reformers before
the Reformation." He has the will and skill to achieve and observe a pro-human
distance from the immediate demands of the individual and collective selves....
a power of self-detachment (by heroism and humor) that makes him availabe to
larger purposes than those of ego and tribe, yet a joyous freedom in self-love
and tribe-love, as in God-love and man-love. He has confidence in man's problemsolving capacity (respecting his achievements), balanced by a humble sense of
man's finitude and contradictions (respecting equally the ambiguities of "human
nature" and "the human condition"). He is himself a new cosmizing metaphor for
"man," repoeticizing history and politics (but without subjectivizing either)-for he embodies the best of both mysticism and militancy. He has a numinous respect [religious reverence] for all energy--in nature, neighbor, and self--without going doctrinaire about it [romantic vitalism]. And he is a creative and
healthy linguist, able to communicate in the language of his tribe [native or
chosen] and of emerging and global man (in the sacred and secular dimensions of
both languages), and is sensitive to the languages of other tribes. Finally,
he is strikingly open to the future, believing that God never takes anything
away without offering something better and that man's basic motion toward life
against death is the taking and reverent using of what is offered.

